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The combination marker Maxx 290 / 293 – for better performance on whiteboards and flipcharts

During a good presentation everything must run smoothly. Inadequate materials cause interruptions and can be 
a considerable distraction.
The audience should be able to read everything that’s written on the boards well. A common concentration killer 
is a barely legible or even illegible board image. Using a colour-intense marker can help to create striking fonts 
and graphics.
A marker should not dry out during a writing pause and the ink should be easily wiped off white boards using a 
dry cloth despite the colour-intense writing.

The worst- case scenario happens when someone accidentally uses the marker for flipcharts on a whiteboard 
and suddenly the ink cannot be erased anymore. Or the other way round when someone uses a regular 
whiteboard marker for the flipchart and the ink seeps through to various pages underneath.To avoid all these 
problems, Schneider has developed a brand new marker and reached a new milestone. The combination marker 
is a marker which is appropriate for both whiteboards and flipcharts. Thus it avoids these worst cases and 
streamlines shopping and storage. The model numbers 290 and 293 are different versions: one with a 1-3 mm 
round tip and the other one with a 1 plus 4 mm line width chisel tip. Both are available in black, red, blue and 
green.

The marker’s new barrel shape with a larger diameter lets you see and feel the difference at a glance. The ink 
volume has been increased by 20 percent which improves the writing performance and the colour intensity. The 
ink dries quickly and is easily erasable from whiteboards using a dry cloth. On flipcharts the ink does not seep 
through to the page underneath.

Because of the special cap-off ink, the marker can be kept open for 2 - 3 days without drying up. Therefore 
writing pauses cause no problem and even if the marker is left open for the whole weekend, the ink does not run 
dry. When the ink reservoir is empty, the marker is easily refillable with the refill station Maxx 665.
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